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In My First Look and Find: Mickey Mouse Clubhouse, Mickey and his friends at Mickey Mouse

Clubhouse are busy with spring cleaning. When the dust they raise makes Donald Duck sneeze, he

bumps into the April Shower Maker. This sets off a series of events that sends the famous Disney

characters on a quest to find a missing part of the machine. The following characters make

appearances in this book for preschoolers: Mickey Mouse Minnie Mouse Goofy Pluto Donald Duck

Daisy DuckWhile the friends conduct their search throughout the pages of this book, young readers

go on a hunt of their own. Every two-page spread displays a scenario with a theme and an

illustrated list of items for readers to find. The themes include: Disney characters Cleaning tools

Things that hold water Tools from past adventures Cloud shapes ToysThis book is part of the

popular Look and Find series and is sure to hold toddlers interest while they complete simple

search-and-match activities. No reading is required, and additional learning ideas are included for

parents to use in working with their children on: Identifying colors and patterns Recognizing rhymes

Identifying objects that can fly Naming types of healthy vegetablesFeatures of My First Look and

Find: Mickey Mouse Clubhouse include: A soft, padded cover A parental guide for interactive

learning ideas Sturdy board pages that wipe clean and resist rips and tear to extend the life of the

bookMy First Look and Find: Mickey Mouse Clubhouse conforms to the Specifications for Toy

Safety of ASTM F963-07. --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.
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I bought this book for my son, who turned 2 in December. He loves the book and can easily find the

items. I would not buy this for a child over 4, because it is intended to be pretty easy. For my 2 year

old, though, it is perfect. The book is very large and sturdy, which is also great for a 2 year old. He

reads it over and over, and seems very proud of himself when he finds the items. We have an

Elmo/Sesame Street book just like it that my daughter used at his age and that my son also enjoys.

I think these books are great purchases.

Buy "Mickey Mouse Clubhouse: On The Go" instead if you're looking for a Mickey-themed First

Look and Find.The illustrations in this book range from boring to so busy they're blinding. The style

of illustration used makes some of the pictures run together and difficult for a toddler to discern,

especially in the "Spring Cleaning" and "Willie's Toys" pages. The first page is has so little on it that

any toddler will find the items immediately.My family owns 7 of these books (this one plus MMCH

On The Go, Sophia the First, and four Elmo/Sesame Street iterations) and I think all the others are

great. The pictures are big, brightly and clearly illustrated, have scenes that toddlers can

comprehend, and there is a lot to see on each page. Even though my child can easily find the given

items now, there's still so much to talk about and look for on each page of those. Not this one. Skip

it and buy a different one.

Our 2 year old got this as a b-day gift. she LOVES Mickey so this was a big hit. We have another

"first look and find" book and she also loves it. so the basic concept of this series works for us. the

big surprise was reaction of our 7 m old son. generally he has marginal interest in books. But when

he saw this book he garbed it out of the hands of our daughter and refused to let go. this is a big

bulky heavy book it is almost as big as the baby (he is a small baby). Now he is very much hooked

on this book and loves looking at the pages. this is a good book to have.

This "I Spy" or "Can you find" was well received by a 2 year old who loves everything Mickey

Mouse. Mickey Mouse Clubhouse books seem to be colorful and entertaining. Mickey has never

lost its popularity from days of our childhood to the present, despite all the modern technology and

toys today. I am giving it 4 stars, because it was a gift and I didn't actually observe the child with the

pages. Some people seem to feel this was not as preferable as a few other Clubhouse books, so

that is why I gave it a 4.



My daughter loves this book. It has very bright and vibrant pictures and keeps her busy during

longer car rides. It is a large book in height, but very well built with thick cardboard pages and

vinyl-ish cover. Micky Mouse clubhouse characters and themes make this a really great book for

fans of the show. I wish they had more of these with other characters from other shows because this

is a great look and find!

Very colorful and well made. The pictures and illustrations are fantastic. Unfortunately by the time

our son was able to enjoy the 'where's x' type of book this was just too simple for him (around his

2nd birthday). He read through it once and it was discarded.Toys R Us has the same book,

cheaper, and it comes with some other neat things as well as a set.

My son and I LOVE the Disney look and find books. This one is very cute. He is 3 and can find all

the items. But we have been suing them since he was very young. These books help with

vocabulary. My son used to point at all the pictures for me to tell him what each item is. Very cute

book.

I bought this book for my 2 1/2 year old daughter because she LOVES Mickey Mouse Clubhouse (it

is the only show she will sit down and watch) and also loves pointing out and naming things in

books. She loved finding the items/characters on each page. I was worried it would be too easy at

because the first pages just have the characters and they are big and obvious, but the pages get a

little trickier as they go. The items get more common (mop, canteen, etc) and smaller, so she had to

look a little harder to find them. When she struggled, there were characters on the pages she

recognized, so I could say, "Look by Goofy," to help her out when she was stuck. She also learned

new words from me saying the name of each item for her to find.The downside? She wanted to do

this over and over and over and over again because she loved it so much! And then she started to

memorize where everything was!I would definitely recommend this book to anyone with children

ages 2-3. I will be purchasing more of these (and some of the normal Look and Finds as well for a

bigger challenge). I think I'm going to purchase the Disney Princess one next.
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